KALOJI NARAYANA RAO UNIVERSITY OF HEALTH SCIENCES
WARANGAL, TELANGANA STATE - 506 007

NOTIFICATION
Lr. No: 452/KNRUHS/Exams/Notifications/2018-19,

Date: 09.03.2019.

The Notification is issued for registration of candidates to appear 1st year BPT
Supplementary examination for the candidates admitted by KNRUHS during the academic year 2017-18
batch and failed, detained and not registered for the 1st year examination, who were admitted by the
KNRUHS during the academic year 2016-2017. The said examination commences from 24.04.2019.
A) Eligibility to appear for
First Year BPT
(Supplementary)
Examination

B) Submission of
Candidates data
through digital mode

C) Submission of
corrections through
digital mode

D) Attempt:

The First year BPT students admitted by KNRUHS during the
academic year 2017-18 whose admissions are approved by the
KNRUHS and completed study period and who are having
requisite attendance and failed, detained and not registered for
the 1st year examination, admitted by the KNRUHS for the
academic year 2016-17 batch are eligible to appear for the
exam. The candidates admitted by NTRUHS should write
their exams only with NTRUHS.

The list of candidates appearing for University
examination must be submitted through digital mode only.
For any Technical help Contact Phone No.: 09490823776

You are aware that the name of the candidate to appear 1st year
BPT examination is as of Intermediate certificate without any
exemptions. Therefore, please arrange for verification of
names of candidates and other particulars as per relevant
original certificates. You are requested to submit requisition
through digital mode for correction with justification by
enclosing certified copies of relevant documents otherwise the
requisition of principal for correction shall not be entertained.

If the candidate fails to utilize the given opportunity for any
reason that may be treated as an attempt.

E)

Digital Valuation and
Providing of single answer
booklet without additional
answer booklet

i) The University is implementing digital valuation for
1st year BPT answer scripts.
ii) In view of digital valuation of BPT a single answer
booklet will be issued to the candidates appearing for
examinations and no additional answer book will be
issued to the candidates. The candidates should answer
all the questions in the single answer booklet only.
F) Submission of Attendance
The attendance particulars should be uploaded by the
Particulars through digital principal's office as per the schedule notified and hard copy of
the particulars duly signed by the HOD and Counter signed by
mode
the principal should be sent to the University. The attendance
once uploaded and sent to this office shall be final and no
change shall be entertained later on. The student is not
permitted to appear for University exam if the attendance
percentage is not received by this office. In such case the
candidate shall be detained and no corrections / alterations will
be entertained later on. All the candidates should attend the
number of hours equaling to the required % in vogue of total
hours in theory and practicals as prescribed by the KNRUHS
and not by the college, the number of classes conducted. Last
date for upload of attendance and internal assessment is
31.03.2019.
G) Payment of examination fee
I. a) Rs.500/- Per Subject+
b) Rs.300 /- Marks Memo +
II. Without fine
From 03-04-2019 to 09-04-2019
III. With a fine of Rs. 200-00:
From 10-04-2019 & 11-04-2019
IV. With a fine of Rs. 100/- per day in addition to Rs.200/From 12-04-2019 & 13-04-2019
The examination fee should be paid online mode through
TCSiON link. (There is no other way for payment of
examination fee except online mode.)
https://www.tcsion.com/EForms/html/form52954/login.html

The above instructions should be followed scrupulously.

Controller of Examinations
KNRUHS Warangal.

